DETAILS ABOUT GREENLEAF'S FACE SHIELD COMPONENTS
VISOR SIZE
EXTRA COVERAGE

STANDARD

14" wide X 9" tall, crystal clear, with anti-fogging properties. Maximum coverage wraps further
around the head and well below the chin. Protects medical personnel against fluid spray entering
from the side. Please note that wide coverage will reduce lateral air flow and may feel warmer if
not working in an air conditioned environment.
11.75" wide X 8.5" tall crystal clear, with anti-fogging properties. This is the standard coverage size
for the industry. While not adequate for some healthcare professionals, this size provides
adequate protection in normal life situations. Provides better lateral air flow than the Extra
Coverage shield size.

SIZE SETTING
M-XXL
XXS - S

Fits medium to large adults (face/head size), and most older children.
Strap, foam and label are set lower on the visor to fit small children to small adults (face/head size).

FOAM MATERIAL
MEDICAL GRADE
POLYURETHANE

Latex-free material designed for comfort and easy clean up. This closed-cell foam has a smooth
surface, which increases comfort and ease of cleaning. This type of foam is superior to the vast
majority of face shields being sold today.
Considered "typical" foam. It is an open-cell design, so it will not match the medical grade foam for
comfort or ease of cleaning.

FOAM STYLE
PREMIUM

COOLVENTTM

ECONOMY

12" long X 1.5" thick. Engineered to gently conform to the forhead and mimimize the chance of
fluid intrusion. Due to its thickness, the visor sits well off the face for people with glasses, loupes,
or claustrophobia. This foam style is preferred by healthcare providers. Recommended for air
conditioned environments since this design intentionally inhibits air flow. Comes in white or gray
color.
10" long X 1.5" thick. Engineered for comfort in warmer environments or for people with more
active lifestyles, this design minimizes contact surface area with the forehead plus allows vertical
air flow. Like the Premium design, it sits well off the face for people with glasses or claustrophobia.
Designed with input from food workers at Chick-fil-A and Petro's, this foam design works very well
for factory workers. Comes in white or gray colors.
9.5" long X 1" thick. The shield will sit closer to the face than Premium or CoolVent TM. Color is
based on market availability, but typically comes in white, gray, or black. Customized foam colors
are available for large, customized orders.

FOAM COLOR
WHITE
GRAY
VARIOUS

White is the choice of healthcare workers for its clean/sterile appearance.
This is a charcoal gray color.
For customized orders only. Must use Polyurethane foam in the Economy foam style.

HEAD STRAP
LINED VELCRO
UN-LINED VELCRO
ELASTIC

Velcro straps allow the user to set the perfect size for their head. Cotton lining creates a finished
look. These straps are either white or black, depending on market availability.
Velcro straps allow the user to set the perfect size for their head. Velcro color is white or black,
depending on market availability.
This is a one-size-fits-all head strap. Colors are based on market availability, but typically come in
white or black.

HEADER LABEL
LARGE VINYL
STANDARD VINYL
GLOSSY PAPER
CUSTOMIZED

Vinyl labels are completely washable and water resistant. Large labels go with the extra coverage
face shields.
Vinyl labels are completely washable and water resistant. Standard-sized labels go with the
standard coverage face shields.
While these labels are somewhat resistant to moisture, users should be careful when cleaning the
front of their face shield with water or cleaning fluids.
For large orders, labels can be customized with your own graphics and print colors. We can use
existing graphics or design them for you. Various sizes and shapes available.

